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Statement of the Problem:

In recent years, in the context of healthy China,

precision medicine and the construction of biobank

have ushered in a golden period of development in

China. Precision medicine and biobank share the

same development trend and characteristics: a). The

development process needs standardization and

standardization. b). Highly dependent on the

construction of informatization. c). Rely on multi-

center alliance and community. d). Support of

multidisciplinary integration is needed. The

implementation of precision medicine plan has

brought about the demand for a large number of

biological sample resources. In the process of

precision medicine development, higher

requirements are constantly put forward for the

development of biobank, which continuously

promotes the development stage of biobank. How

can biobank facilitate the development of precision

medicine?

Biobank Facilitate the Development of Precision Medicine

Proposed Solution:

To provide better and comprehensive support for the

development of precision medicine, development of

biobank can be divided into the following three sta:ges 1)

The first stage: the platform for integrating biological

samples and information resources to complete and realize

the "input" function of sample resources and biological

information. Through the collection and integration of

specialized clinical samples and information, it supports the

great demand of translational medicine research on

biological samples and information resources. 2) The

second stage: the precision medicine research support

service platform which focuses on clinical major diseases,

establishes screening technology systems such as biochip

data analysis, proteome data analysis and high-throughput

bioinformatics of human diseases, and one-stop access to

required information and data. 3) The third stage: platform

for precision medicine achievement transformation

cooperation. It realizes the storage, transmission and

sharing of multiple types of biological sample data; the

sharing mechanism and cooperation channel of operable

biological sample resources and information resources.
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Fig.1 The golden age of construction and development

for both biobank and precision medicine
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Conclusions:

When the biobank continues to develop to a more mature

stage, it also provides better quality and comprehensive

support for the development of precision medicine.

Eventually realizes the economic value of biological sample

resources through the basis of big data of biological

information and external scientific research services.

Fig.2 Precision medicine and biobank share four

development characteristics

Fig.3 Different development stages of biobank and its

support and promotion for precision medicine


